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Remanufacturer Ivor Searle offers a full range of major units for the Ford Transit
EcoBlue, including gearboxes, engines, turbochargers and cylinder heads.

Costing up to 40 per cent less than OE, the full range of quality UK remanufactured
products aims to provide workshops with a single source of supply when tasked with
keeping Britain’s bestselling van on the road.

The Ivor Searle manual gearbox range covers all front- and rear-wheel drive derivitives of
the Transit EcoBlue built from 2012 to 2019 and all power outputs which range from 77 to
125kW.

Applications include specific units for vehicles equipped with and without Stop/Start
systems, electric starter motors and digital tachographs.

Ivor Searle gearboxes undergo an intensive remanufacturing process which involves a
complete strip down and thorough cleaning.

Bearings, seals and gaskets are replaced, while all other components are meticulously
examined and checked against OE specifications.

Any non-conforming items are replaced with brand new parts sourced for their quality,
reliability and durability.

All gearboxes are also fully tested prior to final inspection, painting and dispatch.

Alongside gearboxes, Ivor Searle remanufactured engines also cover all versions of the
Euro 6 Transit EcoBlue powered by the 2.0-litre direct injection diesel engine equipped
with selective catalytic reduction (SCR) emission control technology.

Available with power outputs of 105 and 130bhp, EcoBlue engines are remanufatured to
exceed the BS AU257:2002 Code of Practice for remanufacturing engines and are supplied
to the workshop with comprehensive pre-installation instructions.

To help customers avoid the expense of component replacement, Ivor Searle also
provides a fast-turnaround DPF cleaning service that delivers as new levels of
performance by removing all soot and ash deposits.

For peace of mind, all Ivor Searle gearboxes, engines and cylinder heads, are covered by a
12-month unlimited mileage parts and labour warranty, while a two-year warranty covers
all turbochargers.

Professionally-cleaned DPF’s are also covered by a no quibble, 12-month unlimited
mileage warranty.

Ivor Searle also offers free next day UK mainland delivery for stock items ordered before
3.30pm.

Ivor Searle offers single source for all Ford
Transit EcoBlue major units
Manual gearbox range covers all front- and rear-wheel drive
versions of Transit EcoBlue
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